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Early warning of pirate attacks based
on decision tree1

Sun Mao-jin1, 2, Lv Jing1, Gao Tian-hang1, Sun
Xiao-shan1

Abstract. Considering the pirates threats to the international transport ships, a constructed
forewarning model of pirates attack can provide warning information before it happens, and it will
reduce the probability of attack substantially. Therefore, a forewarning model based on decision
tree is constructed to study the correlation between the severity of pirates attack and other factors.
This method takes the ships types and geographic areas as input data, pirates attack consequence
as output data, and the pirates attack in the waters of east Africa as study subjects. After the
validation, the results show that the predictions are much better than random guesses. This proves
that the method is effective and scientific.
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1. Introduction

As the trades among various countries in the world gets frequent, marine trans-
port has been becoming more and more important in international society, which
has turned into one of the foremost transportation modes. However, transport ships
have been affected greatly by the traditional and unconventional security threats.
The security issue is one of the problems the practitioners concern most. With the
development of technologies, the security issues of marine transport system, primar-
ily caused by climate and geographical factors, have been decreased greatly. But
the unconventional security threats still exist violently, which is mainly reflected
as piracy and maritime terrorism. By taking the piracy incidents with most ex-
tensive impact as examples, as for the international waters, the piracy activities
frequently occurs in several areas, including Aden Gulf, Indian Ocean, West Africa
coast, Malacca and sea areas belonging to South China Sea. To deal with these situ-
ations, it is particularly necessary to make clear how to build the piracy forewarning
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model by reasonable algorithm for warning the passing transport ships before pirates
attack based on the current information, guiding them to deviate and take effective
measures.

At present, the direction of research on the pirate attacks are diversified, cover-
ing politics, society, military affairs and management, etc. For settling the matter
of Somali pirates, [1] has discussed and analyzed its multifaceted problem, such as
formation history, organization and operation, countermeasures taken by various
countries internationally, etc. [2] has studies the economic losses of marine trans-
port ships brought about by the pirate attacks. [3] treats the private attacks as one
of dynamic behaviors, analyzes the number and movement area of privates by using
the dynamic model, and takes the areas in Aden Gulf as case to study. Literature
[4] proposes a new escort maneuver for warships combating pirates by adopting the
idea about covering priority area first, so as to improve navy’s combat efficiency.
References [5—6] respectively uses the Stackelberg game and evolutionary game to
simulates the game process between navy and pirates; afterwards, naval escort area
has been selected while the decision-making process between both of them has been
refined. Reference [7] adopts the game theory to study the fairway programming
in order to provide the navigation route, of which can avoid the private attacks,
for the transport ships. There are no researches on forewarning of privates attacks
despite the fact that privates attacks studies are relatively plentiful. To build a bet-
ter forewarning model of pirate attacks, this paper chooses the researches related to
forewarning as references. Paper [8] applied the combination of fuzzy comprehen-
sive evaluation and analytic hierarchy process (AHP) to forewarning classification of
public emergencies; on that basis, forewarning classification model is formed. Refer-
ence [9] built the BP neural network model by using neural network method based
on the characteristics of petroleum safety precaution. Paper [10] built the alarm
index system and forewarning model for spatial agglomeration suitability of manu-
facturing industry by catastrophe series method, which achieved great forewarning
results. Reference [11] set up the incident-based forewarning system of supply chain
so as to supervise and alert the timeliness of supply chain. Liu et al. [12] created
a public information space for urban flood disaster in order to forewarn this kind
of natural hazard. In conclusion, many attempts in the other forewarning study
are done by the relevant scholars, which offers the formed thoughts and approaches
that play an enlightening role in the research of this paper. This paper builds a
forewarning model of pirate attacks by selecting the proper method and referring to
the historical data characteristics and forming processes of pirate attacks

1.1. Decision tree overview

Decision tree is a common method with supervised classification in machine learn-
ing. In a generated decision tree, a node represents an attribute, and its branch is
the optional value of corresponding attribute. When a sample is going to be classi-
fied, node will be sought out in accordance with the attribute value correspondingly
based on the sample characteristics; and then, the previous step shall be run re-
peatedly till leaf node is reached. Prediction classification of this sample is the leaf
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classification, thereby the classification is completed. As for construction algorithm
of decision tree, this paper set ID3 algorithm as example. ID3 is one of algorithms
constructing the decision tree that are built on the information theory while taking
the information entropy and information gain degree as valuation criterion. Intu-
itively, a higher information gain can distinguish various samples better. Sample
points are classified to a node (e.g. root node); ID3 calculates the information gain
partitioned by each attribute. Afterwards, the attribute with highest gain is selected
as the classification attribute, which is also the standard to partition the sample to
the next child node of corresponding value, and then this step should be repeated
starting from the child node till there are no more attributes to be used, or new
information gain to be partitioned.

Mathematical formulation of decision tree: the expression of information entropy
is H(S) = −

∑
x∈X p(x) log2 p(x). Symbol S represents the data set, X is the

classification result of S, x is one member set of classifications in S, p(x) is the
proportion of Class x. It can thus be seen that, when there is only one classification
in S, the information entropy is 0. But if there are more classification in S, the more
the proportion, the higher the information entropy. That is to say, the information
entropy reflects the impurity level of data. The information gain is built on the
information entropy, thus it shows the change of information entropy both before
and after data set is partitioned, namely the impurity level variation of pre- and post-
data. The information gain is represented by IG(A). In the formulation IG(A) =
H(S) −

∑
t∈T p(t)H(t), where H(S) is the information entropy before partitioned,

t is one of multiple data set get from the partitioned attribute A, T is aggregate of
these date sets, S =

⋃
t∈T t, p(t) is the proportion of member numbers of t in S,

and H(t) is the information entropy of data set t. If a given data set is partitioned
by different attributes, the information entropy results are always different. The
attribution with higher information gain enables to get nodes with higher purity
after partitioned. Actually, ID3 adopts this logic to lower the classified information
entropy fast.

1.2. Forewarning model construction for pirate attacks

In the forewarning model of pirate attacks, the navigation risk is predicted and
judged according to the characteristics of this navigation, such as ship types, the
waters covered by the lane, longitude and latitude, the relation with coastline, etc.
Longitude and latitude, a single data, cannot provide any valuable information.
Hence, this paper selects the space region formed by integrated conditions as char-
acteristics of navigation risk. Specifically, the entire waters are divided into multiple
areas based on the pirate attack time, and each area contains a class of pirate attack
incidents. One classification has various elements related to pirate attack possibly.
The elements are similar with each other in one classification, but different among
classifications. This classification represents the different characteristics of pirates in
different areas, for example, some pirates, who value the money, are used to kidnap
the hostages for getting ransom; and some others do not care about sailors’ lives,
they will kill the sailors who put up a desperate struggle when they are opposed. This
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situation is ascribed to the different movement range of pirates. Obviously, pirate
characteristics in different areas have done a great deal to affect the danger levels in
different areas. Except the basic characteristics, like ship types, the factor of pirate
having different characteristics in different areas must be considered, too; in the
meantime, ships sailing navigating into an area should be added into the judgment
conditions of decision tree. Thus, for decision tree method, the best characteristic
should be filtered for running the partition, which conforms to the conditions about
one of attribute value and risk level. And then a new attribute will be searched to
its child node. The decision tree is going to be constructed in this way. When steps
are done, a navigation characteristic is put into the generated decision tree, finally
getting a risk level as the prediction result. The specific algorithm of constructing a
decision tree is shown as Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. ID3 algorithm

2. Case study

To demonstrate that the forewarning model of pirate attack constructed based on
the decision tree algorithm in this paper has certain practical value, this paper selects
the statistic pirate attacks of GISIS database occurred in the waters of East Africa
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as research objects, and set the ship types and geographic areas as the forewarning
information for verifying the pirate-attack-result-oriented forewarning result.

2.1. Data processing

The first step is to quantify the data. The quantitative method is determined
by the data characteristics, and the quantitative objects mainly include ship types,
geographic areas and consequence of pirate attack. The output variable calculated
by the decision tree method related to consequence of pirate attack is easy to un-
derstand, which is used to represent the severity of pirate attack Here, this paper
simply states why two factors, ship types and geographic areas, are chosen as the
initial data. First reason is that different cargoes are loaded on the types of ships,
which enable board height of ships are not same. For instance, the board of ship
loading container cargo is higher than the others’, because the container weight is
lighter. Conversely, the board of ship loading dry and liquid bulk cargo is lower,
because this kind of goods is heavier. The advantage of ship with high board is that
pirates hardly climb up to embark for hijacking. But the ship with lower board is
easy to attempt hijacking. From the perspective of earnings, pirates tend to hijack
the ship with lower board generally. Second reason is about the geographic areas.
Currently, pirates operate the mother ship mainly, who are going to unionized and
scale up, but pirates cannot go to the place where is far away form their base on the
coastline generally. That is to say, pirates from the different areas always appear in
area where they often go due to the different centralized location of pirates. Further-
more, pirates from the different areas have attack preferences to different ship, which
even causes various consequences due to diverse equipment and preferences. In gen-
eral, ship types and geographic areas have a certain influence on the consequences of
pirate attack. In database statistics, there are over 40 statements about ship type;
and according to the research results provided by the author, there are 9 movement
areas with different characteristics in waters of East Africa. In term of pirate attack
consequence, ships are got the different result after robbed by pirates. However, the
reports saved in the database describe those situations with some qualitative words,
which makes that the two attributes mentioned above cannot be quantified simply.
After the data is compared carefully, this paper finally decides to quantify depending
on different keywords, and the selected specific keywords are:

1. Is there any sailor died: killed, dead;
2. Is there any sailor injured or missing: injured (badly, seriously), missing.
3. Is there any ship damaged, is there any cargo missing: broken, stolen, miss.
By quantified the basic data, this paper has processed the quantitative outcome

further, mainly including categories of ship types and levels of pirate attack con-
sequence. As for categories of ship types, there are over 40 types concluded from
the first step, and it shows big quantity variance among each of types. This pa-
per decides to divide these ships according to the type of cargoes after the specific
ship type is analyzed. Finally, ships are divided into 5 categories, and the quantity
variance of each category has been improved greatly. The specific category result is:

1st category: Ship loading dry and bulk cargo;
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2nd category: Ship loading containers;
3rd category: ship loading liquid and bulk cargo;
4th category: ship loading sundry goods;
5th category: the others.
And speak of area selection, this paper divides the waters into numerous disjoint

areas. If pirate attacks occur in a certain area, it means the area in attribute is the
area number. For example, the waters of East Africa has been divided into 9 valid
areas, so that there are 11 possible values from 0 to 11 totally by considering the areas
are not classified and out of bounds. At last, the consequence levels are acquired
from the keywords statistics, the result are: dead: 11; badly injured: 4; injured:
19; broken: 495; N/A: 670. Considering the casualty status of crew and damaged
conditions of ships have different impact, this paper classified the consequences, and
the specific levels are: 1st level: no crew casualties and damaged ships (N/A); 2nd
level: the crew is injured slightly, or the ship is broken(injured, broken); 3rd level:
the crew is injured slightly and the ship is broken (injured, broken); 4th level: Some
crew members are dead, or the crew members are injured badly (dead or badly-
injured). Based on the levels information, the statistical result is given as below:
1st level: 670 incidents; 2nd level: 486 incidents; 3rd level: 12 incidents; 4th level:
14 incidents.

2.2. Generation and verification of decision tree

The test is operated based on the processed data. By the consequence levels,
it is found that the statistical differences between 1st and 2nd levels is large; and
relatively speaking, the consequences of 3rd and 4th levels are worse badly. Thus,
this paper adopts the sampling method used by re-sample method [15] to duplicate
this part of data for enabling the data size of 1st and 2nd levels are equal basically.
Afterwards, all the data are processed to generate the decision tree, shown as Fig. 2.
The 1st layer is area, and the 2nd layer is ship type.

When the decision tree is constructed, the reasonability of generated decision tree
should be verified. In consequences processing of pirates attack, the decision tree
is constructed by all the data, this method brings the fitting risk undoubtedly. For
this reason, this paper uses [16] the cross validation method to verify the validity of
model and algorithm. Cross validation means that the original data is divided into
two parts that respective are training set and test set. The training set is used to
learn model, and the test set is applied for verifying the model regarded as learning
outcome. The measurement standards obtained by this way are more persuasive.
The model built by the dataA is not used to verifyA, butB, so there is no circulatory
verification. This paper uses 5-fold cross validation, namely dividing into 5 parts at
random. Four parts of them trains one test each time. This step should be repeated
5 times. In this paper, four evaluation criterions are adopted. Accuracy means the
correct proportion; precision rate refers to the proportion of true normal sample in
the predicted normal samples (precision rate = TP/(TP + FP)); recall rate means
the how many normal samples are predicted correctly in all true normal samples
(recall rate = TP/(TP + FN)); f1-score is a comprehensive score (fl = (2*precision
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Fig. 2. Decision tree of pirate attack incidents

rate*recall rate/(precision rate+recall rate)). By calculated and verified, it is found
that overall comprehensive accuracy is 57.1%; severity level 1’s precision rate, recall
rate and f1-score respectively are 49.6%, 20.2% and 28.1%; severity level 2’s are
55.0%, 16.4%, and 23.3%; severity level 3’s are 55.5%, 84.8% and 66.9%; severity
level 4’s are 63.9%, 100% and 77.9%. Because there are 4 severity levels, precision
rate, recall rate and f1-score are only 25% if predicted at random. It is thus observed
that synthetically, the result concluded from the forewarning model of pirate attack
with decision tree algorithm is far superior to the results of random guessing. Thus,
this model is quite reasonable; especially the precision rate exceeds 50%.

3. Conclusion

For forewarning transport ships early with the current information before pirates
attack, this paper constructs the forewarning model of pirate attack based on the
decision tree algorithm. This algorithm mainly considers the types of transport ships
and geographical areas, and set them as the input data to predict risk levels of pirate
attack. On that basis, this paper executes the practical calculation and verification
according the basic data of pirate attack in East Africa area saved in GISIS database.
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The verification result shows that compare with the random prediction, this model
has obvious advantage because its precision rate of predicting pirate attack is over
50%. However, due to the data characteristics of East Africa waters, this paper
chooses two attributes, ship types and geographic areas, which can improve the
predictive effect further, especially in the part of recall rate. The current result has
proved the validity of this method. Meanwhile, when this model is used in practice,
some diacritical attributes can be added to learn decision tree so as to realize better
predictive effect.
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